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HALACHA V’HALICHA… By Rav Chaim Schabes  
Rashi explains that every time Hashem spoke to Moshe, he would precede the conversation by calling him, indicating affection. The mere 
act of calling someone by their name is an expression of love, as we find by the mal’achim, who call each other, , because of 
their nearness to each other. Rav Yechezkel Avramsky ZT”L writes, that it is an obligation upon us to treat our friends in the same way, to 
call them by their name, thereby fulfilling the Mitzvah of .
There is a minhag to give 3 half-dollars before the reading of the Megillah as a zecher to the machatzis hashekel.  The main custom is for 
every male above 20 yrs. old to give; however, there are many who also give for all ladies and children.  If one starts that custom, he must  
continue in the following years, unless he specifically says that he does not want it to remain as a nedder (vow).  This year, when Purim 
comes out on Sunday, and  Taanis Esther is on Thursday, the  minhag of  zecher l’machatzis hashekel should preferably be fulfilled on 
Thursday, between  mincha and  ma’ariv; if one forgot, or was not aware that it should be done on  Taanis Esther, it should be given on 
Sunday morning, Purim day, before the reading of the Megillah.
In a bais haknesses or a bais midrash one may not behave in a lightheaded way, such as by playing, joking around or chatting idle talk.  One 
also may not eat and drink, or take a walk in them (OC 151:1). Poskim explain this to mean that one may not go to shul to pass the time for 
his enjoyment, or for no purpose at all, and even when one is sitting there for davening or learning, one must sit in a manner of awe and 
honor, and not place one foot over the other or lay back in a way of disrespect (Kesef Mishne ch. 11 of Hilchos T’fillah). Needless to say, 
one is not allowed to perform in these places disrespectful tasks such as giving a haircut or slaughtering an animal, and MB (1) adds that one 
should not do any work in them.  Therefore if a bench or table needs to be fixed, although it is for the benefit of the bais hamidrash, it 
should be carried outside, because we should avoid any work in them which is not necessary. Shl”ah Hakadosh speaks strongly against 
bringing to shul or bais midrash, children that did not reach the age of chinuch, since they just play, dance, and soil and thereby profane the 
k’dusha of the place, and also disturb the  mispalelim, and even when they mature, they do not stop these behaviors which denigrate the 
sanctity of a bais haknesses (MB 98:3). At all times one should refrain from doing an activity that is considered a lack of respect in them, 
and in nowadays we must include refraining from reading newspapers (even religious ones) (Piskai Tshuva 276 in a letter from the Imrei  
Emes), and the absolute prohibition of entering with a cell phone that rings (Mishnas Yosef 4:13 who writes that one transgresses explicit 
halachos), and smoking cigarettes (Sha'arai Tshuva 154:8, Ben Ish Chai Vayikra 5, Kaf Hachayim 10, Yachave Da’as 2:17, although there 
may be some flexibility only for someone who learns there permanently) besides the fact that they cause dirt with the cigarette butts, and one 
must care very much for their cleanliness (OC 151:17). One should not say: who am I to be strict about refraining from talking and being 
careful with all the above, since many who are better than I don’t show proper care; just the opposite, where many are lax one should try to  
strengthen himself and he will thereby merit to add honor to Hashem and bring His divine presence, as a bit of light pushes away a lot of 
darkness.  Moreover, he will become a vessel which is suitable to receive the positive flow that he will cause to come down from heaven 
(Peleh Yoetz, Bais Haknesses). All the above applies as well to a private bais hamidrash which was made with the explicit condition that 
they are nothing other than a  bais vaad l’talmidai chachamim (meeting place of Torah scholars),  because although they are less strict 
concerning eating, drinking, sleeping and respectable talk (even though they have an  aron hakodesh and  sifrai Torah) there is still no 
leniency on lightheaded activity. Shulchan Aruch continues that one is not allowed to reckon accounts unless they are related to mitzvah, 
which would include selling sifrai kodesh (Rav Pe’alim OC 24), and selling the chametz before  pesach.  However, exchanging money is 
prohibited by the Shulchan Aruch in a bais haknesses and bais hamidrash, but in a bais vaad l’chachamim it would be permitted, a long as 
it is done in a private and respectful manner.
 
THOUGHTS ON THE HAFTARA … By Rabbi Yaakov Shapiro (Yeshayahu 43:21-44:23)
In  this week’s  paresha we find details of many of the  korbanos that were brought in the time of the Bais Hamikdash. Similarly,  in the 
beginning  of  our  haftara  we find  the  navi  speaking  about  various  korbanos,  but  in  unflattering  terms:  .  While 
Yeshayahu is clearly chastising the people regarding korbanos, what he is referring to is a bit vague. Rashi and Radak explain that the navi is 
speaking to the Jews of his era and specifically of Achaz who, while he was king, prevented the  korbanos from being brought in the Bais 
Hamikdash and instead erected many altars for  avoda zara throughout the city. The Ibn Ezra, on the other hand, says that Yeshayahu was 
chastising the Jews of the Babylonian exile for not bringing korbanos at all! While Abarbanel dismisses this approach since it was impossible 
for the Jews in exile to have brought korbanos when there was no Bais Hamikdash to bring them to, perhaps we can explain the Ibn Ezra as 
follows: there are mefarshim that say that this nevu’ah of Yeshayahu was in general directed to the Jews who were in Bavel. During that galus 
they would beg Hashem for mercy and ask Him to return them to Eretz Yisrael so that they could once again bring the korbanos as they did 
when the Bais Hamikdash existed. But Yeshayahu points out their hypocrisy and, as he did in an earlier prophesy (see 1:11), reminds them that 
the korbanos they brought lacked the true sincerity necessary and therefore was as if they had not been brought at all! The haftara concludes 
with words of comfort . The Malbim explains that the geulah for which we yearn is, from Hashem’s perspective, already 
here but hidden by the ‘clouds’ of our sins! All that remains is for us to repent with all our hearts, and as easily as the wind blows away the 
clouds and the brightness of the sun is once again revealed, so too will the geulah be revealed to us.


A GIGANTIC LITTLE SECRET” … By Rabbi Yosef  Schwab
Why may bird offerings be only pigeons or turtledoves?  These two species are unique in that they can find their way home and that they 
remain true to one specific mate.  So, too, Klal Yisrael; they always find their way back to , and remain faithful to Him.
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              6:49                   5:29                      9:10                   6:50/8:30                                        5:58                5:43                5:40
TA’ANIS ESTHER Thursday, Shacharis 6:50, Mincha 6:35, Ma’ariv 7:35; Fast begins 5:53AM, ends 7:55PM
SHACHARIS Sun 7:45, Mon-Fri 7:00; MAARIV Mon-Th 9:00; MINCHA/MAARIV Sun-Wed 6:41, next Fri. 6:51

KNESSES NEWS
MAZEL TOV! to Mr. and Mrs. Chayim and Suzy Goldfeder on the Bar Mitzvah of their son Yehuda Azriel; Kiddush after davening
MATZAH ORDERS must be placed with David Auslander by 9PM Monday, March 14

COMMUNITY CORNER
PIRCHEI in the Shul, Shabbos afternoon, 2:30-3:30; AVOS U’BANIM Motz’ei Shabbos 7:45-8:30, with special prizes
MIKVAH OF NEW HEMPSTEAD, 109 Brick Church, is open on Shabbos/Yom Tov, please call 669-0861
MINCHA at Tefilla L’Moshe, Sun. 1:30; S-Th 15m<shki’a;  1:30/”; MAARIV M-Th 40m>shki’a/8:15/9:45
DAILY SHACHARIS at Kehillat New Hempstead 6:00; SHACHARIS at Tefilla L’Moshe Sun. 7:30/8:30; M-Fri 6:25/7:00/7:30 
MINCHA at  Zichron Yehuda (2 Kakiat Ln) Sun. 12:40&1:40;  MAARIV daily 7:30/9:15PM;  SHACHARIS Mo-Fr.  6:40;  Sun. 6:30/7:30; 

MA’ARIV at KNH, Mon-Thurs 8:30PM
TO BE INCLUDED on our email distribution list and receive shul/community related news send an email to knesses_yisrael@yahoo.com
FOR ANNOUNCEMENTS and any other inclusions to this publication please contact Moshe Orlian at: 364-0572, or morlian@verizon.net

ONGOING SHIURIM
Daf Yomi: 1 hour before Shacharis (R’ Adler)/ 9:45PM (R’ Becher) at Knesses Yisrael
Maseches Kesuvos (by R’ Apter) daily 1 hour before Shacharis;
Hilchos Shabbos chabura, Shabbos, after the early minyan; (by Rabbi Schabes) after the 2nd minyan; , Shabbos 8AM
Navi Melachim for men, by Rabbi Shmuel Moeller, Sundays 8:30-9:15, at Tefilla L'Moshe
Minchas Chinuch Sun. 8:30PM by R’ Bronspigel at Zichron Yehuda
Mishna Berura, at KNH, Rabbi Kerner, Tues. 7:50PM; Inyanei Tefilla, Rabbi Staum, Wed. 8:50PM
Maseches Sukkah, Sun. 9:15AM; by R’ Saperstein; Daf Yomi 8:30PM; at Ohaiv Shalom, 18 Bridle 
Ladies Shiurim: Shabbos, will resume after Pesach

Mondays new time 8:15PM, Sefer Shoftim, by Mrs. Aviva Orlian, at Levy, 29 Fessler
Wednesdays 9:45AM, Emunah and Bitachon, by Mrs. Chani Juravel, at Ohr Sameach’s Beit Shvidler (send email to 

jungerh@aol.com to join the Monday night (9-10 pm) telephone shiur)
Wednesdays 10:45-11:45AM, Pareshas Hashavua, by Mrs. Sussi Brecher, at Lazar, 2 Tracey Ct. (corner of South Gate)



PARSHA PEARLS: : From the time some 150 years ago when scientists “discovered” that man was 
descended from apes, society has seemingly commenced a collective regression to return humanity to its animal state. Many commentators 
educe from this verse that for one to come closer to God -  – he must first extirpate the ‘animal’ from within him, ; yet all 
around we find barriers falling that would have horrified our forebears, drawing “civilization” ever closer to animalism and farther from God. 
This country was founded by God-fearing men who did not hesitate to invoke His providence in doing so; the Declaration of Independence, 
the Constitution, the Federalist Papers all make reference to the Supreme Deity by whose natural laws we all survive. How shocked they 
would be to hear that the Supreme Court of this nation has heard arguments to remove the words “under God” from the Pledge of Allegiance! 
As science  and technology have advanced,  they have achieved primacy in  the beliefs  of  people  world-wide,  replacing religion as  the 
fundamental set of laws by which we exist. Barriers have fallen across all segments of society that would have been unimaginable a century 
or two ago – and often not for the better. The headlong rush to eradicate any influences of religion from “ethics” is a misguided oxymoron, 
for without religion we truly are no different than animals. What right to we have to slaughter animals for our needs? What right to survival 
do we have that animals do not? Is it because we are further “evolved” than they are? How would we react to an attempt by an alien race, one 
more advanced than we are, to colonize earth and eradicate its inhabitants – would we grant them that right, because they’re more “evolved”? 
Would we recognize their superiority, or would we fight them? When one recognizes no Divine Law, all constraints are man-made and 
artificial, subject to modification at every whim. Infanticide is acceptable; euthanasia is allowed; terrorism is tolerated (at least, when Jews 
are the targets).   – indeed, such individuals are descended from animals! But as Torah observant Jews,  our  is entirely 
different. We separate ourselves from the animal within, striving to achieve closeness to Hashem. Perhaps this is what the Gemara means by 
 it  takes  a  true   to  seek this closeness,  and to elevate himself from his animal nature. 
: unlike the beasts of the earth, we, mankind, were created in Hashem’s form. We are superior because we were 
created superior; because Hashem so decreed. Let us not forget that it is the way in which we are different from the animals, rather than the 
way in which we are similar, that is paramount


ON LANGUAGE… By R’ Moshe Orlian
There is an interesting construct that appears for the first time in this week’s paresha. Regarding one who is  (‘illegally’ partakes 
of something that has been sanctified), the Torah writes (perek 5 passuk 15) .  The word  (“with a value 
of”) is unusual in that the ending  with a kamatz does not indicate a second-person masculine point of view, as is usually the case (e.g.,, 
); rather, the word’s meaning is the same as if it had been written , without the final  . Rashi says this explicitly in  Pareshas 
Bechukosai (27:4): “ – like , and I do not know a source for the double .”  There are other instances where a letter is appended to 
a  word  without  affecting  its  meaning,  just  for  aesthetic  purposes.  For  example,  in  the  first  paragraph  of  Hallel  we  find  …
…  …. The ending  with a chirik in the words , , and  does not indicate 
first-person (e.g., ); rather, these words are identical to , , and , respectively.
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